
CHAPTER-II 

Survey of the Literature 

2.1 The Rational Expectations Hypothesis: 

The rational expectations hypothesis is the hypothesis that, when forming expectations 

about any variable, people will make optimal use of the available information. This 

information includes the actual value of certain variables and, more widely, the nature or 

structure of the world in which people are operating. 

Let the value a variable 'y' takes in period t depend upon. or be a function f (.)of, the 

value of other variables, x1, x2 and x3 have taken in some previous periods. But let y also 

be influenced by a random event. u. So the true nature of the world is the following: 

( 2.1) 

Here the state of the world is represented by the actual value of all the variables and the 

nature of the tO function. Assuming the nature uf the function and values of all the 

variables in period't-1 'then the rational forecast of:.1 will be: 

Where Eytflt-J means the expectation of Yt formed on the basis of information (l) available 

in period t-l.The distribution of u is another element of the 'state of the world' which 
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people are assumed to know. What they do not know is the actual value ·u' will take in 

period t. Usually this distribution is assumed to be normal around zero so that u has a 

mean of zero and the best guess one can form of u1 in period t-1 is that it will be zero. 

Hence, 

(2.3) 

And the forecast error is, 

( 2.4) 

There are two important implications of this: 

-Only Ut appears in the forecast error, the terms in the f(.) function do not appear. This is 

a more formal illustration of the implication of rational expectations that only the 

inherently unpredictable element affecting y1 will fool rational people; the predictable 

element will be predicted by them. 

- Ifthe process driving the predictable component were to change, then the process would 

drive people's expectations. So. if. for example. the process driving y, changed to. 

Where the 'z's are other variables, expectations would be given by, 

The forecast error in any period would still be the unpredictable event, u1• 
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... 

2.2 The Lucas Critique 

A key macroeconomic question tn the iate 1970s was whether the aggregate 

supply curve was best thought of as a new classical formulation or an alternative 

type. Consider the following example. Suppose the aggregate supply function is 

defined as, 

Yt = amr +f3mr-l +XYt-1 +Et ( 2.7) 

Where m1 is the money supply, Yt is output, and Et is an error term. By lagging this 

relationship and repeatedly substituting it back into the equation to eliminate lagged 

output terms, output can be shown to be a function of past money supply. 

Yt = amt t (p +cq)m 1_1 t -----------+ 1:t (2.8) 

A systematic money supply rule based on the previous level of money supply, m1• 1, and a 

random component u~o such as 

(2.9) 

·The random component 'u1' would be influenced on output. 

Consider now the equation above rating output to lagged money supply, we know that 

(2.1 0) 

and by adding and subtracting the terms of E1 _ 1 m1 E, _ 2 mt _ 1 from the equation we can 

rewrite the relationship between output and lagged money supply as relationship between 

output and unanticipated money supply stocks: 
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(2.11) 

This model shows that unsystematic 'surprisl!' in money stock at1ect output, but this has 

been derived from exactly the same equation as the model which purported to show the 

systematic monetary policy can affect output. With the additional assumption. that the 

public make rational expectations about monetary policy, the two models can be said to 

be observationally equivalent. The general implication is that any estimated reduced-form 

.equation which an econometrician discovers in the data is compatible with many different 

.structural models with different theoretical priorities and policy implications. (Lewis and 

Mizen 2000:229) 

Lucas (1972) introduced a rider to this debate which became a turning point 111 

relation to the econometric estimation of economtc models involving expectations, 

known as the 'Lucas Critique'. His observation was that many reduced-form models treat 

the expectational terms in the same vvay as they treat the structural parameters of the 

model, that is, as if they are given and unchanging. l k made a substantive and a 

methodological contribution in his paper. ·Expectations and the Neutrality of Money'. 

The substantive contribution is to develop and analyze a specific mechanism by which 

monetary instability leads to fluctuations in output and inflation. In this mechanism. 

people with limited information confuse monetarv disturbances vvith relative price 

movements, so that monetary fluctuations lead to aggregate output fluctuations. The 

methodological contribution is to illustrate how one goes about constructing dynamic. 

stochastic general equilibrium models to shed light on questions of substanti\ e economic 
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interest. In order to test the proposition that, where nominal aggregate demand shocks are 

highly volatile, the effect of any particular nominal aggregate demand shock is less. 

Lucas got data on nominal and real output/ expenditure covering the years 1951-1967 for 

18 countries. He then assumed that, for each country. the mean value of the growth in 

their nominal expenditure over the whole period \vas a reasonable estimate of what 

people were expecting nominal spending l!rtmth t() he in an) p;1rticular }Car. The 

difference between the actual grovvth in nominal spending and this mean in any year was 

used by Lucas as his measure of unpredictable nominal spending growth in that year 

... 
which is denoted by 'pyr1'. The variance of this series can be taken as a measure of the 

volatility of nominal aggregate demand shocks. For each of his 18 countries Lucas then 

carried out the regression: 

(2.12) 

Actually Lucas has estimated a more complex equation which allows for natural rate and 

lagged effects on y. Using the above equation Lucas has had 18 estimates of'f3 1'- one for 

each country-and 18 measures of the volatility of nominal aggregate demand shocks-

again, one for each country. But ·pi' estimates the in11ucnce an aggregate demand shock 

has on real output or unemployment. I r the mispcrcertions model or the business cycle 

were true then countries \Vith high vnlatilit: should lw tlw-,c countries \\ith I(\\\ estimates 

values of -~~ '. Lucas· results did appear to revet! -,uch a negatih' rL'lationship. One 

criticism of this test is that there arc onlv IS countries in the data set. :.md onl\ t\\O of .. ~· 

these had markedly high volatility n1l'asmcs. So thl' IL':-.ti!t \\:ts rather dcpcnlknt up\ln l\\\l 
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observations. However, later studies used more countries and round the same 

relationship. 

2.3 The Policy Ineffectiveness Theorem: The lnvariance Proposition 

economic variables to try to validate Lucas's new classical model on econometric 

grounds, concluding that the new classical approach ''as not inconsistent \Vith the data. 

They first proposed the strong conclusion of Policy Ineffectiveness Theorem in a simple 

model made up of aggregate supply and aggregate demand equations. a money demand 

function and a monetary policy rule. The aggregate supply function is the Lucas 'surprise' 

function. Aggregate demand depends on the expected real interest rate. that is. the 

nominal interest rate, Rt, and the c~;pcctcd change in the general price level (inflation) 

{) 
\' "t (2.!3) 

The demand for money depends on income. Yt· price:-,. Pt· and nominal interest rates. R.. 

th f"'- t . I b I ll d. t· d d . at a tec s nomma money a ances. ll1t , accor · mg to a txe · parameter, z, an 1s 

written as 

(2.1-f) 

(2.15) 
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Equation (2.15) provides the information that the money supply is the function of the 

difference between output last period and its natural rate. '11' is the systematic part of 

monetary policy. Solving the system, Sargent and Wallace :tssumc that rnarkt:ts clear. and 

by equating the money demand and supply, m1
1
) =-""'m 1". the interest rate can be determined 

as a function of prices and output. since 

(2.16) 

Hence. (2.17) 

Equating the aggregate demand and aggregate supply. y1" .· ~1 11 • give:-. 

(2.18) 

and substituting for the interest rate they are able to derive an expression entirely in terms 

of prices, the natural rate of output. expectations of prices and coefficients of the model 

11. a and X given as 

\~.I l>) 

From this equilibrium expression. thl· system c~uJ h,, ,·l\l~l·d h\ ;t-;suminL! th:tt l'\f1l'Ctatiun:-. 
~ . ......_ ' 

are formed rationally. 



2.4 The New Keynesian Economics: Alternative to Invariance 

Proposition 

Fischer (1977) constructed a model in the spirit of Sargent and Wallace. It was assumed 

in the model that expectations were rational but replacing the market-clearing hypothesis 

in the labor market by the assumption of multi- pl'riod contracts neg:otiatcd in nominal 

terms. These contracts inject an clement of short-run wage stickiness in the 111odcl. In this 

context the policy ineffectiveness proposition is found to be invalid. Monetary policy can 

affect output and employment if the length of the period of the labor contracts is larger 

than the time it takes the monetary authority to react to changing economic 

circumstances. For instance, if the monetary authority increases the money supply 

(reacting to some recent economic disturbances) during the negotiated time period. this 

will affect the price level and therefore. the real \vagc (for the contract period) and in turn 

employment and real output will be affected. In this model public and rrivate agents have 

the same information set at any time but the pub! ic agent has the larger opportunity set. 

The Fischer's model has been explained using the following equations. 

The nominal wage in period t+ I is given by 

(2.20) 

Where, tWt+l indicates a wage negotiated in timet-+ I on the basis of intcnmation available 

up to time t. Wages are based on the achievement of the level of real vvages and are 

therefore dependent on price expectations. hence 

(2.21) 



(2.22) 

By substituting, 

(2.23) 

Ifwe detine the aggregate supply function as dependent un the real \\~1gc rate. 

(2.24) 

Then substituting for nominal wage rate gives 

Yt+l = a/2 ( Pt+l- Et-IPttl) + n/2 ( Pt' t- LtPtcl) 1 ) "' (2.25) 

The equation (2.25) shows that the supply function differs from the Lucas supply 

function in that half the workforce is subject to a contract which is based on information 

from two periods ago. 

Phelps and Taylor ( 1977) and Taylor ( 1979, 1980) had shown that despite the presence 

of rational expectations on the part of individual agents, anticipated policy could still 

have real effects, if nominal contracts arc long term. In such models unanticipated money 

matters but anticipated money matters too if wages and/ or prices are not flexible. 

·2.5 Barro's test of the Misperceptions Model of the Business Cycle 

The Misperceptions Model of the Business Cycle has two predictions:-

1. Predictable movements in variables inllucncing nnminal aggregate demand 

should have no effect on real variables tlwugh unpredictable ones can. 
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u. In countries where nominal aggregate demand shocks arc highly volatile the 

effect of any particular nominal aggregate demand shock is less. 

Barro(l977, 1978) attempted to con!irm the results by 111odcling directly the aggregate 

supply relationship. In order to do this he speci fled the money supply process and from it 

derived estimates of the une.\pcctcd l'ililllt'-L''-' In lll<l!ll'l~ll_, i'ulic). l k tlwn Iilltildl!Ll'd hnth 

variables into a model to explain output and ft1Lmd that whilst anticipated monetary 

policy did not have a statistically significant effect on output the unexpected component 

did-seeming to confirm the new classical approach. Barro provided some initial evidence 

that indicated that the R.E. Hypothesis could not be dismissed simply as a theoretical 

curiosum. His approach was to usc past values f(lr nwney growth and other lagged 

variables to forecast money growth. These forecast equations \\ere then identified 

explicitly with agents' expectations of money growth rates. Barro tested his hypothesis 

by entering the actual money growth rates into the equation to determine if they added 

significant explanatory power to the regression explaining unemployment in terms of 

unanticipated growth. However. it did not happen. Barro argued that he could not reject 

the hypothesis that only unanticipated money gn)\\ th causes uncmplo~ mcnt to deviate 

from its natural rate. Barro·s methodology has been !'un\arded on til~: basi~ of folio\\ ill!; 

equations. Assuming the quantity of money has the main influence on nominal aggregate 

demand and estimating the relationship between the quantity of' money and the variables 

X and Z. 



In the equation (2.26), the component 'dmr1' is the estimate's error term. This error term 

presents the unpredictable part of the quantity of money on its movement. Burro argued 

that his estimated relationship in the equation is part or the state of the world which 

rational agents would have been aware of. So, their one-period-ahead forecasts of 

monetary growth should he consistent with this cstirnat.:. I hl' expected change in the 

quantity of money can be ident i tied as. 

(2.27) 

The unpredictable component as the equation's error term can be identified as. 

(2.28) 

Barro has obtained for each period in his data set an observation on the unpredictable 

and predictable components of the quanti!~ of mone:. \\hie h. :-.incc the quantity of nwney 

is assumed by Barro to be the inlluence on rwmin~ll ac~L'.reu_:ttl' ckmand. illllllllllh to <t sl't 

of observations on unpredictable and predictable nominal aggregate ucmand .. -\~.·cording 

to the misperceptions model of the business cycle. the first componl·nt should cause 

fluctuations in real output and uncmpluymcnt ''hilst the 'iL'cond cnn1ponl'l1t -;hPtrld not. 

To test this he carried out a rcgres-;ion ot';t rL'<tl \~lrl:~hk·tllll'111jlln\111l'lll in his tirs! l'~li'l'r. 

real output in his second- on d1nr, :1ml 1/, . Stl he u-nltlll· 1'<-.grv:;-,:,\11. 

(2.29) 
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and his test is of the hypothesis that b1>0, and b2 =0. In fact Barra's estimate was more 

complicated than this. He included terms to capture movements in the natural rates of 

unemployment and output, and allows for the possibility of lagged etlects of movements 

in nominal aggregate demand. If unemployment is the dependent variable the hypothesis 

is that b1<0. He found that neither hypothesis could he rejected. ;\ number of other 

studies applied the same idea and the results arc rather mixed. As time went on surticicnt 

evidence accumulated suggesting that predictable movements in nominal aggregate 

demand can have real effects to cast doubt on the mispcrcqJtions model of the business 

cycle in its strictest form. 

2.6 Theoretical and Empirical Explorations 

There have been a huge theoretical and empirical explorations on effectiveness (or 

ineffectiveness) of monetary policies. 

Sargent ( 1979) established from theoretic a I first principles that the l'Conometric 

approaches could be misleading. I li~ reasnntnt-> \\:ts tu lx-cume ktHl\\Il as the 

observational equivalence argument h; ''hich it i-; P\'';:;iblc l\) ~lw" that "'stematic 

monetary policy can affect output aml can be rearranl!cd \\ith some rcasonahlc additional 

assumptions to show contrary, i.e. only unanticipated polic) c;m al'kct nutput. [ h~· 

problem for the econometric \\ ork is that ''hi lc tht?~c modci-; hm c di l'krent ~tssumptions 

which set them apart in theory. thcv arc ohsLT\atiotl:l!h L'quivalcnt itl pr<llti,-,, hl'cau.sc it 

is not possible to specify thclll in sud1 ;1 \\,t\ th;lt l!h'\ , .• til hL· ~l'p;tr;Jkd <>11 ,_.\.tllll'llh'tt·il 

grounds when estimated in redun.'d t(mn 



J. Grossman (1979) used nominal Gross National Product ((!~P) a-; a proxy fi.1r policy 

instruments to test the hypothesis that only unanticipated money gro\\th causes 

unemployment to deviate from its natural rate. Grossman's study used quarterly data as a 

contrast to Barro's original study on annual data. His study lends support to the 

invariance proposition. 

McCallum (1980) explained the notion of rational expectations that the real sector of the 

model is completely independent of anticipated monetar) polic). The expected rat.: of 

inflation fully reflects any change in the systematic component of the grovvth of the 

money supply and this directly ra1ses the actual rate of inflation without any 

repercussions in the real sector. This result of the R.E. School is known as the "Policy 

Ineffectiveness" proposition and has been the subject of heated dispute. After a slow start 

the concept of rational expectations became widely accepted. primarily because it seems 

to be the 'Natural Rate Hypothesis' in the nco-classical model. 

W.Buiter (1980). in survey1ng R.F. debate. distinguishl·d t\\O t:pcs or nwdels- the 

walrasian model with frictionless markets and market-clearing price:-, and non-\\ alrasian 

model with sluggish wage and priLT adjuslilll'llls. II tilL· \\ alr~l'> t) pc i~ L(llllbillL'd "ith 

R.E., the policy incfTcctivcncss pmrosition \\ill IY'>Uit II. on the other ham!. a non

Walrasian model is combined with R.L. demand m~ll1a!,!cmcnt polic: \\ill have real 

consequences. Such policy will inllucnce cmplo;. !lll'llt .md lllltpul rate':. 

Gordon (1981) has forcefully challenged the studies claiming to have round support for 

the invariance proposition. He developed a model of gradual price adjustment. In it. the 
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irivariance proposition may be obtained as a special case. Money is neutral in Gordon's 

alternative model in the long run but anticipated money growth may be non-neutral in the 

short run. Gordon's empirical work on quarterly data covered the period 1890-1980. I lis 

basic finding was that prices did not move one for one \vith anticipated changes in 

nominal income as required by the invariance proposition:-.. This finding was also true for 

the 1890-1930 periods during which prices of comnwdit1c~ "L'rl' '1lLnilc th~m in thl.' pllSt

war era. 

Mishkin's (1982) own empirical results somewhat suppor1 the assumption of rational 

expectations but generally throw doubt on the assumptions of neutrality of money. In 

addition, Mishkin also found that, with rise in lag-structure, tests of the invariance 

proposition on longer time support the hypothesis. 

McGEE and Stasiak (1985) first used the V AR model to test all hypotheses involved in 

monetary policy and real output. Their study supported the non-neutrality theory of 

Rational Expectations Proposition. They introduced the methodology that focus on the 

stationarity and restriction issues of the variables. lheir results supported the findings of 

Mishkin's study. 

Beladi and Samanta ( 1988) examined the issUL' using th"· l\\ll ~lL'Jl mcthnJ for the· pcriod 

1952 to 1982. They also rejel'lL·d tilL' h~pothL·si:' ulllL'lltralit.' of rnotll'\ llilL'Il indu-,tri;!i 

production (!P) was used as the mcasurL'S of output \\hilc the n:'iult:-- u:.im.>. (i[)i> '"l~ 

mix. Their argument in using IP was that (i[)P of India ClH1sisted of higher proportion flf 

agriculture rroducts \v h ich was very vo I at i lc as agrk ul turc dcpcnLkd ()n "I.' at hL'I . TilL'\ 

had three different money processes. First one "as standard mune) supply process 
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equation, second one was recursive ex post forecast of money growth, and the final one 

was ARIMA model. Their argument in using recursive forecast and ARIMA model was 

dubious. Since, the research interest lies on the monctar) authorit; 's money supply 

process, the use of ARIMA model and recursive ron:cast in determining anticipated 

monetary policy seems to be dubious. 

Choudhary and Parai ( 1991) explored the issue I(Jr Latin American countries in \\ h ich 

they employed Mishkin's econometric procedure, i.e., two step methods, tor the period 

starting early fifties to late eighties. This is one of the paper in which the theories were 

tested on LDC. They used Theil's adjusted R2 criterion in determining the lag length. 

They hold "Examination of the F-statistics shows that the effect of anticipated money 

growth on the rate of growth of real output is significantly different !'rom zero f()r II of 

13 countries at 5% level and tor all countries in our sample at I 0% level." ( p 584 ). Their 

results validated the non-neutrality theory of Fischer. Phelps and Taylor. 

Ghani (1991) concluded that only unanticipated money matters in the Indian context. 

However, his study had certain star~ shortcomint;!S. I or instanc~...·. he used spurious 

variables in the monetary growth equation. !'L'!lrcss~~d I! ll series un I ;()I ~eric-; and so ,111. 

Cover (1992) studied the positi\1...' and ncgatiw mun~..') slwcb 1(1r tk· I 11ited State..; l(lr 

the period 1951 (I) to 1987 (IV). \~,many cmpiricaltcsh have hc~...·n ,J,HiC on tl1<..' l 'nitcd 

States, the paper mainly concentrated in testing tl1l' positi\e and lll't:ative NEWS. It 

employed two step methods. The lag length \\as determined usin!l '\kaike Information 

Criterion. He defined positive money shock as positive errors from the money supply 

process while negative money shock as negative errors fl·om the money supply process. 
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The results concluded that the negative money supply shocks had significant effect on 

output. 

Marashdeh (1993) studied the effect of anticipated and unanticipated money on real 

output of Malaysia for the period 1970 (I) to 1990 (IV). He employed a VAR model 

payments and real output. Upon imposing restrictions on coeftlcicnts ()r monetar) shocks 

and other parameters, the results showed that the null hypotheses of LSW policy 

ineffectiveness were rejected at 5% level. Moreover. he found that unanticipated changes 

in inflation do influence real output in the short run, supporting the LS W proposition. 

Marashdeh concludes, "However, unanticipated changes in monetary policy, balance of 

payments and fiscal policy did not influence real output. lending support to the classical 

view ofthe economy and rejecting the LSW proposition." (p 925) 

R.Mandal(1997) concluded in the Indian context that output level is related to the 

anticipated part of money supply only, unanticipated part of money supply is not found to 

affect output level significantly during the period of llJS0-1991. 

R.Jha and K.Donde(200 I) obtained exactly opposite results in the Indian context in 

contrast to Sarro's conclusion f(1r the l!S economy that anticipated monetary policy has 

no significant effects on real variables. They hold that for the Indian economy anticipated 

policy matters whereas no significant influence from the unanticipated monetary policy 

exists. According to them, economic agents in India may have rational expectations at the 

micro- level, but the existing rigidities in the svskm do not let this ·rationality' eet . . ~ 

reflected in their behavior and consequently in the macro level data. 
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S. Ranjit (2004) obtained the empirical results for Nepal \vhich supported the non

neutrality of money. Both anticipated and unanticipated money supply shocks 'vvcre found 

to have statistically significant positive impacts on the output level in the economy. The 

further break-down of the unanticipated part of money showed that both of positive and 

negative shocks had equal positive impacts on real output. 

******* 


